From the Field
Round 8
Match Reports

Under 5 Kangaroos White
Great teamwork for the white k’roos today with two outstanding players Avnoor and Jaxon!

Under 6 Lions
Another great effort this week by the U6 Lions. Zander played a good first half, while Aislin, Elizabeth and
Addison found the energy to keeping going for the whole game. They dribbled and passed when they had the
ball and chased hard when they didn't. A couple of good tackles and clearing kicks even saved a few goals.

Under 6 Whales
Very well-played game for u6 whales with only 3 players against 4. They were on their toes today. Defended well
and scored well.

Under 7 Kangaroos
Another good win with some great individual performances. Let's keep looking to improve our teamwork and
communication.

Under 7 Lions
With half our team sick this week they still managed to all show up and put in a great effort, thanks to all the
mums and dads that came early and stayed late to help set up, pack down, run the bbq and the canteen and
even be referee and of cause or lovely orange vest wearer it means a lot to have a team that jump in and help so
thank you!!!!

Under 7 Magpies (Red)
Excellent game on Saturday, the team was very much focus on the game. The magpies have been improving
their skill and on Saturday we saw that. Congratulations to everyone for giving your all.

Under 9 Lions
Lions played well with holding possession of the game but unfortunately had their first loss 1-2 against Ropes
Crossing. Rhys received the player of the week award after putting his body on the line to assist in a goal!
Special mention to Ruhun & Belmain for sweating it out doing their best for awards. Our only girl Charley in our
team showed that she is a strong force both on the field & with super skills as keeper!

Under 10 Echidnas
We are now Un10 Echidna’s 3rd Division as we have moved up from Whales 5th division which was a huge
move, I’m proud of the boys! Today was extremely hard game for the team, they played exceptionally well. The
team played with Grace and took it on the chin showing great sportsmanship. I’m very proud of the whole team
without a doubt especially putting in that extra effort to show the opposition they were there to play the game
they LOVE. Ball skills and a fighting attitude to finish the job when told to get it done was achieved. We need to
work on the ball positioning a little more with communication to be tweaked. Great Game & Congratulations
Un10 Team Echidna’s!! So Awesome Boys!

Under 11 Dolphins
Today's match was a very hard match for our boys, but they played really well considering they were short by 2
players. As hard as Henry, Chris and Tyrrell pushed they didn't push through the tuff defence of the Plumpton
Dolphins. Karavaneer, Reshwan and Maddy all supported with J and Ethan in defence. Travis saved as many
goals as was possible and he did really well. In the second half - J was able to stop all but one attempts at goal
which earned him player of the match. Well done boys - bring on next week!

Under 11 Kangaroos
After having 2 players pull out an hour or so before kick-off, I thought it was going to be tough on the kids with
no subs and it turned out it was. Scores were 1-1 at halftime but Prospects constant turnover of subs (they had
4) proved too much and despite the huge efforts of Kings Langley the result didn't go our way. We are still very
proud of the way they played.

Under 12’s
We keep improving! This team was at the top of the table and beat us 5-1 the first time around. The game was
very even and we both had chances. Hashill did a great job shutting down their key player and with Ben at the
back and some great saves by Elijah the clean slate was well deserved. Zohresh is learning each week and he
was our utility player who played up front, in midfield and at the back. Matilda is getting more involved and made
some nice outlets to Jamie who created a number of chances and put a lot of pressure on their defense. Emily
was solid as always in the backs and Daniel had some nice outlets. Dale worked well getting the ball into attack
quickly and Hayden, Indie and Erin hung in there even though they were working on a little less sleep than usual.
Well done to all and thanks to the parents and grandparents who pitch in to referee and help put the nets up not
just for our game but the junior fields as well - a great example to our kids. Thanks

Under 13 Girls
Girls played well even though they lost.

Under 15 Girls
The u15g took to the field against the Michinbury jets this morning. The girls put up a fight and
came out on top 3-2 with our three goal scorers Mya, Riely and Hayley scoring the goals.

Under 20 Girls
Wow! The girls stepped up and played at another level today, to be rewarded with a 7 - 3 win against Rooty Hill.
The body positioning, passing and striking that we have been working on at training, certainly paid off today. The
holding up and jockeying from the mids and backs was absolutely flawless as well. I am hearing ore on more talk
on the field, thumbs up. Awesome to see this girls, so lets bring all this plus more fantastic play into our next
game. This would have to be the best game yet, so congratulations on the great improvement today Kings. I also
heard from the supporters what a great game it was to watch and I totally agree with them. GO KINGS!

Over 35/6
A hard-fought and well-earned win against a tough Oakville side that pushed us all the way. It shows how
important having a couple of extra bodies on the bench can be, as by half time injuries meant that we only had
the bare 11 again. A solid effort from everyone.

